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Though detractors might say that turbans and dhotis have their 
own old fashioned charm, it is undeniably the saree, the six 
(yards), nine (yards) of Mekhela (the two piece ensemble from 
Assam – North East part of India), Kasava (white gold bordered 
saree) and all its other variations which stands out. And amongst 
the glorious 6 yards (the length of the saree equivalent to 5.5 
meters) woven in different parts of the country, the Baluchari has 
its own regal presence. 

Historical Moorings: The saree like countless 
crafts in India derives its name from a small town 
called Baluchar in Murshidabad district 
(approximately 225 kms from Kolkata, West 
Bengal). And like countless other traditional crafts 
of India, its origin is not very clear. Historically, it 
has been traced to around 1757 where there is 
evidence of such sarees being woven. Baluchar in 

this period was a well known village whose silk weavers were famous for this indigenous type of 
weaving. There are plenty of accounts on how it originated, of which the popular seems to be traced to 
the Patola (double ikkat) weavers of Gujarat. It is possible that a group of weavers settled in this district 
and contrived their own versions of weaving these sarees. The Baluchari sarees fl ourished under the 
usual patronage of the rich, the nawabs, royals, Hindu noblemen. Being a status symbol of class and 
richness, these silk sarees were highly regarded. The craftsmen seem to have been extremely skilled 
and painstaking in their work to have woven such veritable treasures. The craftsmen developed an 
indigenous technique, which consisted of a very complex jala system. Jala is the predecessor to the 
modern day jacquard loom. It is a web like contraption tied by expert specialist tiers. The sarees and 
fabric were made from very fi ne quality silk. Fine twisted silk was used on the warp and heavy silk on 
the weft. It was, however, the spectacular work done on the pallav (the visible end of the sari which falls 
on the back when draped – this is roughly 3/4th meter in length) and borders which took one's breath 
away, which could be called the hallmark of these sarees. This was woven with untwisted silk giving it 
an extremely rich effect. The old sarees are Museum pieces and can be seen at the National Museum, 
New Delhi.

The motifs were a mix of stories from Hindu mythology and recordings of historical happenings, social 
change to simply artistic motifs. The advent of the British in the country, steam boats set sailing from 
the area, train services... Natural colours and vegetable colours were used for dyeing. The weaving, 
however, ceased by the latter part of the 19th century.

Contemporary weavings
Though efforts were made to revive the craft, the result was not too successful. It could be  conjectured 

that given the painstakingness of the weaving there were not 
too many craftsmen left to continue with the weaving. The 
tying of the jala especially to weave the intricate motifs of the 
pallav required a tremendous degree of skill and specialist 
tiers. Also, the saree woven by this time taking process was 
equally expensive and hence this revival did not meet with 
much success. The fi neness and quality of the weave was 
difficult to be replicated. The Baluchari sarees woven today, 
are done on jacquard looms using graphical patterns. What is 

woven today can be called mere reproductions of those of yore in 
jacquard looms. Only the designs and the external appearance of the 
baluchari of old is replicated. Persons who have seen the original say 
today's versions are nowhere near those woven then. Though for many 
today, the hand jacquard loom versions are equivalent to heirlooms for 
they are equally beautiful and breathtaking. The graph pattern designs 
are used for the designs on the body, the border and the pallav. The body 

of the saree is characterised by buttis (small dots), coins, ambis (paisleys) or tiny fl owers all over. At 
times the motif on the border is replicated in the body. The border carries the same theme as that of the 
pallav. 

The true delight is of course the pallav. The beauty of this saree lies in its pallav. A near meter of 
picturesque drama. The scenes depicted on the saree include those from Hindu mythology, scenes from 
Ramayana (the great Indian epic) like Sita Swayamvar (marriage of Goddess Sita to Lord Rama), 
Mahabharata (another Indian epic) like Geetopadesha (Lord  Krishna preaching the Bhagwad Geeta to 
Arjuna), or modern versions like mounted horsemen, a wedding scene, the  famous Bankura (horse), 
forest scenes come replete with deer, a typical cottage, petting a deer, the stylized swans and peacocks, 
trees and bushes. ...For example in the wedding scene, the pallav could begin with squares depicting the 
palanquin bearers carrying the bride. The next line of squares with the bride and groom facing the fire, 
the next line of panels shows the bride and groom facing each other. The large box of panel at the centre 
of the pallav could have them exchanging the garland, the rest of the pallav flows in the same manner as 
the beginning of the pallav. The border could have musicians playing instruments. The weaving can be 

 (Admission to all programmes is free and on first come first served basis
 except 7th December 2009 programme )

December 4

December 7     

December 11    

December 14 

Film: Sampoorn Ramayan (In Hindi)

  
Cookery Demo – Indian Dishes
by Indian Master Chef Mr. Lekraj, Taj Samudra 
Hotel, Colombo
(Contact Indian Cultural Centre on Tel:  2500014 
for further details)

Carnatic Vocal Music Recital
by Ms. Chrishanthi Selvaratnam
BA in Carnatic Music, Madras University

Film: Means Sea Level (Documentary in 
English)

Venue & Time: ICC 5.30 p.m.  Duration:3 hrs

 

Venue & Time: ICC 10.00 a.m.  

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m.  Duration: 55 mins

December 16 

December 17

December 18

Film: Negotiating Justice (Documentary in 
English)

                         

Talk – The Art of Self Management 
by Ms.V. Umayal, Senior disciple of Swamy 
Parthasarathy, Founder, Vedanta Cultural 
Foundation, Pune, India

Carnatic Vocal Music Recial
by the students of the Indian Cultural Centre
trained by their Guru Ms. Arunthathy Sri 
Ranganathan

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m.  Duration: 30 
mins

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m.  

Venue & Time: ICC 6.00 p.m.  
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9Baluchari Sarees
The Indian penchant for unstitched garments is undeniable, of this the saree stands out in all its splendour.

Chitra Balasubramaniam introduces us to this woven story.



P a s t  E v e n t s Films in December
7th October

To commemorate the 140th birth 
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi the Indian 
Cultural Centre organised a panel 
discussion on “Gandhian philosophy and 
its influence on 7th October at the Indian 
Cultural Centre. 

The talk on the subject was delivered by Dr. 
Kumar Rupasinghe, Foundation for Co-
Existence. Mr. Lynn Ockersz, Associate 
Editor of Sunday Island Newspaper also 
further discussed on the subject. The 
discussion commenced with a bhajan 
recital in which the students of the Indian 
Cultural Centre sang bhajans beloved to 
Gandhiji. The talk was followed by an 
interactive sessions in which the audience 
also shared their comments and views. The 
discussion was followed by a reception. 

Commemoration of 140th Birth 
Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi
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Sampoorn Ramayan
Sampoorn Ramayan was the first mythological serial shown on the Indian 
television, created by Dr. Ramanand Sagar. The serial portrays the story of 
Lord Ram in a most aesthetic manner and carried a lot of devotional value.  
Sampoorn Ramayan gives a lesson on deep rooted culture of India, traditions 
and the heritage of pure ethics and principles. 

Negotiating Justic
Climate change is a global challenge that requires an ambitions global 
responses.  The worst sufferers off this human-induced problem will be those 
who have done the least to create it and who are also the most vulnerable- the 
poor living in developing countries.  India along with other developing 
countries, has been playing an active and constructive role.  Negotiating 
Justice is a documentary film that explains India's position in negotiations on 
climate change.  It reiterates that India will continue its economic and social 
development while working towards a clean and energy-efficient economy.

Mean Sea Level
Changing climate, and the basic existential challenges it is throwing up for 
places like Ghoramara and their people, is a frightening reality which the 
world, its governments and its society can no longer afford to turn away from: 
this was the overall impression left behind by a new film which was premiered 
here today

Mean Sea Level, a 59-minute documentary produced by the New Delhi-based 
research and advocacy organisation Centre for Science and Environment 
(CSE), had its unique global launch on the very island on which it was shot, in 
the presence of the people and islanders who are its key protagonists. 

The film, written and directed by Pradip Saha, associate director of CSE, is a 
telling portrayal of the plight of islands and their residents in this region, 
buffeted by effects of climate change. Through its 59 minutes, the film touches 
on issues ranging from rising sea levels due to global warming, official policies 
and measures, land erosion, climate refugees and the concerns of small islands. 

The island of Ghoramara, the key location for the film, is about 150 km to the 
south of Kolkata, in the delta region of the Bay of Bengal and Sunderban. It has 
close to 5,000 residents, and some basic infrastructure necessary to support 
them – houses, rudimentary roads, even a post office. 

It has been claimed that,  much like its neighbouring island of Lohachara it 
may disappear from this location soon.. Over 25 years, Ghoramara's land mass 
has been eaten away by the advancing sea – from 9 sq km, it has been whittled 
down by almost 50 per cent to just about 4.7 sq km. Over 30 years, says the 
film, 7,000 residents have been forced to move out to uncertain existences – 
some to the nearby Sagar Island (which itself is threatened), others to metros 
like Kolkata. 

Source:  www.cseindia.org

LIBRARY
Recent Library Accessions

An American in Khadi : the definitive 
Biography of Satyanand Stokes
Sharma, Asha
New Delhi, Penguin Books,1999,426p.

Across the Lakes
Chatterjee, Amal
New Delhi, Penguin Books,1998,246p.

The Hunt for K
Menon, Ramesh
New Delhi, Ravi Dayal,1992,148p.

Bhartrihari and Bilhana
The Hermit and the Love-Thief
New Delhi, Penguin Books,1990,121p.

Hindu Law
Beyond Tradition and Modernity
New Delhi,Oxford University 
Press,2008,648p.

Traditional Paintings of Orissa
Pathy, Dinanath
New Delhi, Working Artists Association of 
Orissa,1990,93p.

16th October 

To mark the Diwali Festival “The Sam” 
moment of pleasure in music and dance 
was presented by Nrithiya Nipun Ms. 
Moksha Samarasooriya and her students & 
Shasthrapathi Mr. Ranga Perera. The 
evening included a tabla recital and a 
kathak dance recital. Mr. Ranga Perera 
commenced the evenings performance 
with a tabla recital in which he played 
Peshkar, Quaida, Rela, Gatha, Tukada, 
Paran & Chakradhar. This was followed by 
the kathak dance recital in which the items 
presented by Ms. Moksha & her students 
were Vandana, Upaj, Thaat, Amad, Uthan 
& Jugal bandish. The evening was very 
well enjoyed by the audience gathered at 
the Centre  

To mark the Diwali Festival “The 
Sam” moment of pleasure in 
music and dance 

compared to a fine painting, so realistic is the depiction. Each and every aspect of the pose is recorded 
with infinite grace –the shy bride, the musicians in full rendition... The border continues with the theme 
of the saree.  

With high cost of design creation on the looms, some designs are not changed for years together. This 
does result in the motifs becoming repetitive but with so many colour combinations available, no one 
seems to mind. The colours available are a riot and simply add to the charm of the stories. The intricate 
motifs are brought out to advantage by the spectacular colour combinations. Blue black, maroon, red, 
copper blues... almost all colours are available from deep dark shades to pale pastels, double colours, 
single colours with the pallav in contrast colours. Though it looks the best in deep dark shaded colours. 
Unlike traditional “heavy sarees” very little of zari (gold & silver) is used. The entire brocading is done 
with coloured silk threads alone. Though Baluchari sarees with weaving done in zari (gold yarn 
involving complicated twisting) is available but the cynosure of all eyes is the silken thread weaves. 
The weaving could be done with a single coloured contrast silk thread or 2-3 can be used. In very 
intricate ones, as many as, 7-8 colours are used. In keeping with the times, these saris are being woven 
in cotton also. The costs are much lower then the silk ones and externally have the same detailed 
paneled look. Tasar silk is also being used. However, the traditional silk one is a must have. The saree 
speaks of the dexterity of the weaver. The contrast of the intricate weaving to the colour of the saree is 
what stuns the onlooker. The colour combinations do not jar, even when it is in double shades, the 
contrast colours and theme woven simply blend with one another.

If this jacquard version is exquisite for most of us, the sarees of yore would have defi nitely been 
one to behold. Now, there seems to be a growing trend towards finding our roots and heritage. Hand 
crafted products, handwoven material are becoming increasingly popular. May be with this 
increased demand and the presence of connoisseurs the age old versions of weaving a baluchari, 
using the jala technique will see the light of the day. Yes, the patrons of yore could be replaced  by, 
today's breed of yuppies, businesswomen and other well-to-do sections of society.

The author is a freelance writer.
Source: India Perspectives

Contd.. 

30th October 

The students of the Indian Cultural Centre trained by their Guru 
Ms. Subashini Pathmanathan presented a brilliant Bharatha 
Natyam Recital on 30th October. The students who have 
completed their one year training along with the senior students 
presented the dance recital. Some of the items presented were 
Pushpanjali, Sabtham, Keerthanams, Padham, Thillana & 
Bharathiyar Songs.  The evening was very well enjoyed by the 

audience gathered at the Centre.

Bharatha Natyam Recital by the students of the Indian Cultural Centre 
trained by Guru Ms. Subashini Pathmanathan

Baluchari Sarees
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